
 

 

ENSEMBLE VIDEO PLATFORM INTEGRATES WITH COLLAAJ VIDEO CAPTURE PLATFORM 

Syracuse, NY – June 26, 2014 – The Ensemble Video platform and Collaaj, Inc. today unveiled 
a new integration, which combines Collaaj’s versatile, low-cost video content creation app 
with Ensemble’s powerful management and publishing capabilities, in one seamless 
experience. Users will be able to capture and edit video in a variety of different ways  with the 
Collaaj app, and upload directly to Ensemble’s education video platform. 

“Collaaj's 'Unified Video Capture' platform combines lecture capture, personal capture & 
student capture, all into a single cost effective package with great usability and integration 
with video platforms like ours,” said Ensemble Video Founder and CEO Andy Covell. “We are 
excited to integrate with them & our customers just love the experience!” 

Collaaj provides an easy way to create videos with screen capture, camera, and voice-over. Use 
Collaaj’s simple drawing tools to add annotations; edit recordings with the app’s chop and 
trim features; and add titles and credits to finished videos. The Collaaj desktop app is available 
for Apple and Windows at collaaj.com, and a comprehensive whiteboard version for iPad is 
available in the Apple iTunes store.  

"Lecture capture & flipped learning are key components of the video experience in education,” 
said Collaaj, Inc. Founder & CEO Kiran Kamity. “These components, when seamlessly tied to 
video curation and delivery, make learning rich and engaging. This partnership between 
Collaaj and Ensemble Video brings together this tightly integrated experience. It is rewarding 
for the teaching staff because of the ease with which they can create learning materials, and 
equally rewarding for the student community because of the ease of access." 

Ensemble’s online video platform for education is used by hundreds of K-12 and higher 
education institutions and consortiums, commercial firms, and non-profit organizations across 
the globe. Ensemble offers flexible cloud-hosted, self-hosted, and multi-tenant deployment 
options; publishes to virtually any webpage, CMS, or LMS; and provides a powerful set of 
security options to meet the diverse needs of modern organizations of all shapes and sizes.  

From start to finish, Ensemble and Collaaj now combine the best in content creation, 
management, and publishing in one seamless experience. Educators and communicators can 
enhance PowerPoint presentations with voice-over and webcam. Students can discuss 
problem solutions using iPad whiteboard. Teachers can easily record video lessons and 
demonstrations. Administrators and IT specialists can create a repository of video FAQs and 
tutorials. Marketing teams can easily include video in email campaigns. Anyone can easily 
create dynamic videos with Collaaj and upload directly to Ensemble for powerful, intuitive 
management and publishing. 



About Ensemble Video 

Ensemble Video is a flexible online video platform that simplifies video management and 
delivers content any time, over a variety of networks. Ensemble Video enables hundreds of 
progressive organizations across the globe to accelerate learning, increase viewer 
engagement, improve knowledge sharing, and reduce the cost of doing business. Ensemble 
Video offers self-hosted, cloud-hosted, and multi-tenant deployments, and works in concert 
with a wide range of complementary video and web technologies to streamline video 
management and publishing. Learn more about our platform by visiting our website and find 
out how our customers use our software on our blog. For a free trial or demo, contact us and 
begin orchestrating your online video today! 

Contact 

Scott Nadzan 
VP of Marketing and Sales, Ensemble Video 
scott@ensemblevideo.com 
(315) 753-0094 
 

 

About Collaaj, Inc. 

"Collaaj, Inc. is a Silicon Valley company that enriches asynchronous communication in 
enterprise and education. For K-12 and Higher Ed, Collaaj's Unified Video Capture & 
Management platform offers the simplest lecture capture and flipped learning platform, a one 
stop shop to create, share, curate and deliver lectures, presentations and videos. In enterprise, 
Collaaj enriches customer support, sales, training and even email and messaging experiences 
with videos, presentations, screen captures etc., tightly integrated into everyday enterprise 
workflows and infrastructure. Collaaj can be hosted on-premise or on the cloud. For more 
information about Collaaj's Unified Video Platform, visit https://collaaj.com." 

Contact 

Kiran Kamity 
Founder and CEO, Collaaj, Inc.  
kiran@collaaj.com 
(650) 394-5464 
 


